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The Real Work Starts Now  
 

Ok, you got elected, fantastic and you used Ecanvasser to help you, even better.  

Ecanvasser is designed to manage your voter outreach and helps you assemble a 

team to carry out canvassing in the field. Helping you get elected is only half of what 

we offer, you now must use the information you have gathered to manage your 

constituency.  

Put simply, we still have work to do! 

I’m sure you made promises to many voters while on the campaign trail and these 

things tend to crop up eventually when you are in office. Heard of issue tracking? We 

tend to harp on about it quite a bit, but it’s pretty important.  

This guide is going to explain everyway Ecanvasser can help you make the most of 

the software as a constituency tool and thus, make your job easier.  
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Constituency Management: Order of Business 
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What have you learned from canvassing?  
 

Having campaigned hard for weeks, possibly months, what exactly have you got to 

show for yourself? Well, if you are lucky, you will have accumulated a lot of useful 

information on people in your voter file.  

The average candidate doesn’t knock on the door of every single person in their 

electoral area - that simply wouldn’t be possible, but they should try and touch base 

with a sizable chunk.  

Armed with your mobile app and a convincing mandate, canvassers do their best to 

extract useful information out of people in hopes they will vote for you. Many on the 

doorstep will keep things brief, not wanting to engage with a door knocker but it’s the 

people who take time to share with you an issue or take part in a survey who are the 

important ones. You must remember these people! 

Surveys 
Go to the Survey page and set up a New Survey, if you haven’t already got one.  

 

Give your survey a name and a brief description (type in the area for the survey and 

the date in the description section along with the reasoning for the survey. This will 

help you to keep track and canvassers to know why they are asking it). 

To create custom answers, check the box and type in the answers. Otherwise 

Ecanvasser will create generic answers i.e. Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. 

 

To sync your survey to mobile devices simply click the tick icon in the control section 

of the survey list. A status should be set to live. 
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Results Time 
So, you have had a survey live during the time you were campaigning, hopefully you 

will have got people to answer some questions and now you are ready to analyze 

the results.  

 

 

As you can see from the image above, we have had our Bio survey live for this 

campaign and we are now going to examine the results and see what we have 

learned.  

In our Bio survey, we asked 3 simple questions to our voters  

- Did you vote in 2014? 

- Do you already know who is getting your vote? 

- Dopes the gender of the candidate matter? 
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As you can see, this survey is very simple and the results will be shown as follows.  

 

 

The results are easy to understand and it gives you a clear overview of how the 

questions were answered.  
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Issues 
The Issues page can be as powerful as you want it to be, depending on how much 

work you put into it. 

Imagine you are out canvassing and you knock on Roger Federer’s door. Roger has 

an issue and he wants you, his elected state representative to solve it for him. You 

take out your app and input Mr. Federer’s concerns. The mobile app automatically 

syncs back to your dashboard and you are left viewing the following: 

On closer inspection you can see an issue labelled HIGH priority attached to the 

name Roger Federer.  

Clicking on the issue will bring you into the casework thread attached to this voter. 

His issue is that “Property tax is far too expensive”.  

 

As you can see, after the issue was added via mobile app, the campaign staff back 

in HQ got in touch with the resident to inform him that his issue had been 

acknowledged and was being followed up with.  
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This thread of casework is particularly useful when following up with a particular 

issue and it allows you to know exactly what is going on with any one voter.  

 

 You can then change the issue status from New to Acknowledged.  

 You can also change the priority on the issue, because it has now been dealt 

with in some capacity you can move it from High to Low.  

  

 You can also assign which team member you want to deal with this issue and 

you can set reminders so you will not forget about this issue.   
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Outreach 
Creating an email on the Contact page. 

Email has been long considered the best way to keep in touch with supporters who 

have opted in to receive updates from your campaign.  

 

Using Ecanvasser you can easily create email blasts. This will create a relationship 

between the campaign and supporters during a campaign and most importantly, 

keep it alive well after polling day.  

 

Get started on creating your first email blast  

 

To create your first email, simply click on the Contact tab on the main menu. On the 

right-hand side of the screen you will see the compose button and select email from 

the drop down menu.  
 

 
 

This will bring you to the email blast page. Write your email body and sign off as well 

as your subject line. Ensure that the email reply field is the correct email (the default 

is the email address you signed up with) 

 

Once you're finished writing your email simply click on "Recipients", this will bring 

you to the next tab.  
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On the recipient’s section, you will select the contacts you wish to send your email. 

There are three tabs: 

 All contact details: Send emails to all contacts 

 Address Book: Send emails to manually created contacts 

 Groups: Send email to groups (People that you have assigned into certain 

categories that were interested in hearing back from you). 

 

To add a person to the blast just click on the blue plus icon.  

 

When you're happy with the contacts selected click on preview email. Check if 

everything is correct and then click send.  
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FAQ’S 

Q. How do I add an issue to one of my constituents if they walk 

into my office?  
 

Simply go to the Issue page and click add new issue. You then can search for your 

constituent as we have done for our example below: Ciara Dexter.  

 

 

 

Once you have successfully located the individual you are looking for, you can then 

add issue.  

Important: Make sure to note the origin of the issue, if a person visited to you in 

office, this may signal someone who is more invested than if the issue was 

mentioned in passing on a canvass.  
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Q.  How do I add a new house and subsequently a new family?  
 

Best practice for this is to go to the People page and create a new house.  

Insert the new 

house address and 

click save.  

Currently there is 

no occupants in this 

house so next step 

is to add in the new 

residents.  
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We then input 5 people who now live in this house, all eligible to vote, and all waiting to be 

canvassed.  

 

Q. How do I set up a new survey?  
 

Go to the Survey page and click on new survey. Give your new survey a name and 

a brief description.  

You can then add as many questions as you wish. The questions can take four 

possible formats – Multiple Choice, Yes/No, Text or Strongly Agree- Strongly 

Disagree.  

Remember to click your survey to Live as only one survey can be live at any one 

time. 
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Q. How do I import a survey from my NationBuilder account?  
 

Make sure you have created a separate survey page on your NationBuilder site in 

order to import easily. Here is where you will be editing your surveys as Ecanvasser 

won’t sync back to NationBuilder if an edit is made on our dashboard.  

Go to the Survey page in Ecanvasser and click on Import NationBuilder Surveys. 

This will then import all of your public NationBuilder Surveys.  

 

Q. How do I add more campaign staffers to my campaign?  
 

To invite people to your campaign staff simply go to the Campaign page. In the 

Campaign Team box, click on the plus icon, add the email of the person you are 

inviting and assign them a permission level.  
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An email will then be sent to that person inviting them 

to join your campaign.  

Your new campaign staffer should then click on the 

Sign up for Ecanvasser button.  

They will then be taken to the Sign Up page where 

they will sign in either through Google, Facebook or 

just email.   

A confirmation link will then be sent back to this 

person and they will confirm their account.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To log in to the dashboard, the new member of your campaign will simply need their 

email and password.  

They will then need to accept their pending invites and they will be good to go.  

The first time you have signed in to your Ecanvasser campaign, it should look like 

the image below.  
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Q. How do I upload my voter file?  
 

On the Campaign page, go to Import People and click on upload Voter File.  

 Your voter file could take the shape of an excel file like the image below.  

 

 When you have successfully uploaded this file, it may look like this on 

Ecanvasser  
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 You will now need to assign the correct headings to the correct fields. As we 

can see this is a very basic voter file with everything conforming rather easily. 

 

NB* 

Each Voter File needs to have the following columns: First Name, Surname, Street, 

Town, County. 

Q. What about Custom Fields? 
 

You can also upload a Voter File with a large number of Custom Fields, this means 

that if you have a column in your file that has a list of Polling Station, Voted in 

Previous Elections etc. you can add these also.  

For example, in this Voter File, we have a column which requires a Voted in #GE16 

tag, so we need to create a new Custom Field. Click save and this will then appear 

as a new heading.  
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Message from the Ecanvasser team 
 

We wish you the very best of luck with your time in office and would like you to know 

that we are here to support you at all stages in your work. 

If you need Support materials at any time you can access them at: 

http://support.ecanvasser.com/ 

or you can contact us directly through the Chat box on the website: 

https://www.ecanvasser.com 


